Is Liver Transplantation Appropriate for Patients with Potentially Resectable De Novo Hilar Cholangiocarcinoma?
Liver transplantation (LTX) is curative for selected patients with hilar cholangiocarcinoma (HC) in the setting of sclerosing cholangitis. However, the outcome of LTX vs liver resection (RTX) for patients with de novo HC remains unclear. Patients with de novo HC treated by protocol LTX (n = 90) or RTX (n = 124) between 1993 and 2013 were reviewed. Based on preoperative imaging, RTX was pursued for Bismuth type III HC and LTX for unresectable Bismuth type IV. Unadjusted analysis showed that overall survival after operation was greater for LTX than RTX (p = 0.003). One-, 3-, and 5-year overall survival rates, respectively, were 90%, 71%, and 59% for LTX and 81%, 53%, and 36% for RTX. Survival was not different between LTX and RTX after adjusting for patient age, lymph node metastases, and tumor size. After postoperative pathologic review, HC after RTX was reclassified as Bismuth-Corlette (B-C) IV, based on the necessity of multiple biliary anastomoses in 40 patients to more accurately compare treatment outcomes. Overall survival was greater after LTX than RTX (p = 0.039) for patients with Bismuth-Corlette IV HC. Patients with clearly resectable de novo HC should be treated with resection because there is no evidence that they would fare better with LTX. Patients with locally unresectable de novo HC, meeting criteria for our protocol, should be treated with LTX. The decision to proceed with RTX or LTX for patients with borderline resectable de novo HC remains difficult, but our results suggest that patients with B-C type IV HC might be best treated with transplantation, if they are excellent transplant candidates.